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Philosophy and Christianity make truth claims about many of the same things. They both claim
to provide answers to the deep questions of life. But how are they related to one another?Four
Views on Christianity and Philosophy introduces readers to four predominant views on the
relationship between philosophy and the Christian faith and their implications for life. Each
author identifies the propositional relation between philosophy and Christianity along with a
section devoted to the implications for living a life devoted to the pursuit of wisdom.The
contributors and views include:Graham Oppy--Conflict: Philosophy Trumps ChristianityK. Scott
Oliphint--Covenant: Christianity Trumps PhilosophyTimothy McGrew--Convergence: Philosophy
Confirms ChristianityPaul Moser--Conformation: Philosophy Reconceived Under
ChristianityGeneral editors Paul M. Gould and Richard Davis explain the background to the
discussion and provide some historical background in the introduction, as well as helpful
summaries of each position in the conclusion. In the reader-friendly Counterpoints format, this
book helps readers to reflect on the strengths and weaknesses of each view and draw informed
conclusions in this much-debated topic.

I’m a big fan of the Counterpoints series by Zondervan. And this is one of my favorites. The
expert will find insight and clarification, and the novice will learn the scope of the debate. All will
walk away with an appreciation of how important it is to wrestle with the relationship between
philosophy and Christianity. -- Sean McDowell, Assistant Professor of Apologetics, Biola
University, and author of A New Kind of Apologist. -- Sean McDowellAbout the AuthorGraham
Oppy is Professor of Philosophy at Monash University. He is author of: Ontological Arguments
and Belief in God; Philosophical Perspectives on Infinity; Arguing about Gods; Reading
Philosophy of Religion (with Michael Scott); The Best Argument against God; Reinventing
Philosophy of Religion: An Opinionated Introduction; and Describing Gods: An Investigation of
Divine Attributes. He is editor of The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Philosophy of
Religion, and (with Nick Trakakis) The History of Western Philosophy of Religion. K. Scott
Oliphint is professor of apologetics and systematic theology at Westminster Theological
Seminary in Philadelphia and is the author of numerous articles and books, including Reasons
for Faith: Philosophy in the Service of Theology and Covenantal Apologetics. He is also coeditor
of the two-volume Christian Apologetics Past and Present: A Primary Source Reader and a
contributor to Four Views on Christianity and Philosophy.Richard Brian Davis is Professor of
Philosophy at Tyndale University in Toronto, Canada. He is the author or editor of four books,
including Loving God with Your Mind: Essays in Honor of J. P. Moreland. He has published thirty
book chapters or articles in such places as Australasian Journal of Philosophy, Religious
Studies, Acta Analytica, Philo, The Modern Schoolman, Philosophia Christi, Heythrop



Journal, The Journal of Medicine and Philosophy, and Axiomathes. Rich blogs
at: tyndalephilosophy.com. Stanley N. Gundry is executive vice president and editor-in-chief for
the Zondervan Corporation. He has been an influential figure in the Evangelical Theological
Society, serving as president of ETS and on its executive committee, and is adjunct professor of
Historical Theology at Grand Rapids Theological Seminary. He is the author of seven books and
has written many articles appearing in popular and academic periodicals.
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Collin Brendemuehl, “It is too easy for Christians to come up with syllogisms that seem .... I’m
going to take a different tack on this review. Myself not being a professional philosopher or
professional theologian there is a sense that this review may not be seen as precise enough to
describe or reiterate the variety of positions presented here. At the same time that does not
mean a work is not subject to critique. The book itself is a panel of professional doing mutual
position reviews. One learns a lot though such counterpoint approaches.In that light I though a
counterpoint review might be in order. So to be brief, on the strong side for each participant …
Mr. Oppy is clear and consistent. There are things we cannot know for certain. There are areas
where we cannot draw simplistic conclusions. It is too easy for Christians to come up with
syllogisms that seem perfect but really only persuade the undergraduate. His assessments
should be notes as areas where we Christians have more work to do.Mr. Oliphint seems (to me)
the best exegete and theologian of the group. He knows Reformation theology and what
distinguishes the faith of the apostles from the traditions of men.Mr. McGrew presents the most
concise logical formulations. His analytic philosophy coupled with mathematical precision makes
some of his arguments very strong, very persuasive.Mr. Moser, in his desire to integrate the
Christian’s thought life with Scripture as the standard, presents a strong and practical use of
philosophy as a too, especially for a strong virtue ethic for the believer’s life.On the weak side …
Mr. Oppy ends up agnostic and pessimistic (as I read both his content and tone). He is right that
we cannot go back to the beginning of time and view the origin condition. But that seems to beg
the question that there was a beginning. (I see this as a place for a neutral agnosticism rather
than a pessimistic one.) It seems naturalism, especially of the Darwinian type, had to borrow,
and refuses to relinquish, its positive frame of mind from 19th c. postmill theology.Mr. Oliphint
was perhaps not as precise with his language as he needed to be. The language of the
theologian and the language of the philosopher differ in their communication of the same
concepts, or similar in their assessments of differing matters. One can see this in Diller’s
“Theology’s Epistemological Dilemma.” Some criticism of Mr. Oliphint’s position did seem to
focus on language. Readers should take this into regard, noting especially Oliphint’s appeal to
Reformation history in his rejoinder.Mr. McGrew has a tough time with exegesis. Such a granular
approach to the text emboldens, as I see it, a disregard for the framework and argument of an
author, any author. While the appeal of Paul in Romans 1 may well entail an external document,
such a reference should not be taken apart from the structure of the passages in which this
reference exists. Romans 1 & 2 are questions of universal lostness and nothing else. To
decontextualize 1:18-21 diminishes Paul’s point as noted in his framework.Mr. Moser has a
system which is pretty consistent internally but (as much as is available here) has a difficult time
addressing systematically its challenges. But that is likely answered in his other works, things to
which I have not yet been exposed. If your interest is in apologetics his may not be the place to
start, except perhaps if you are interested in reframing the whole relationship of thought to life.



Stil, he does address the challenges in his rejoinder and that makes for some valuable
clarification.All in all, this is a library-worthy book that should keep you thinking and reading as
you work through hard questions.”

Lauren Hoffman, “good book. great book”

David Williams, “Five Stars. Highly Recommended for a solid introduction into one of the most
important discussions of our day.”

Durough, “Insightful. Part of Zondervan’s //Counterpoints// series, //Four Views on Christianity
and Philosophy// offers wonderful insight for those interested in the interaction between
Christianity and philosophy. The four contributors include one atheist (Graham Oppy) and three
Christians of varying tradition (K. Scott Oliphint, Timothy McGrew, and Paul Moser). As is typical
of the series, each contributor presents an essay, which is followed by a response from each of
his peers. This text, however, is different from others I’ve read in the series in that it contains a
rejoinder from the contributor after the responses—a welcomed addition to the template!Conflict
Model: Graham Oppy’s naturalist perspective is not surprising, and many of his finer points of
argument are left to citations of outside sources due to limited space in this work. It is doubtful
that readers of the intended audience will be persuaded by his arguments, but inclusion proves
quite helpful for stimulating intellectual engagement. Though adamant and firm in his conviction
that there is no God, his writing maintains a sense of humility (as much as can be expected from
any professional philosopher) and welcomes his counterparts as part of a larger philosophical
community, something I’ve found to be uncommon in these sorts of atheist vs. Christian
philosophical exchanges.Covenant Model: K. Scott Oliphint promotes God-given theology as the
only true philosophy (and that it’s not philosophy because it’s God-given). Oliphint is a staunch
Calvinist and, to his detriment, simply cannot move beyond Calvin. His arguments may make
sense to those already indoctrinated with Calvinism, but he puts forth no real argument for his
perspective, runs in circles, and fails to rightly engage with his counterparts. This is, however, a
good example of this perspective on Christianity (what Oliphint believes to be true orthodoxy)
and philosophy, and is thus worth wading through in order to better understand its
presuppositions and blind spots.Convergence Model: Timothy McGrew embraces philosophy as
a God-given tool to help us better understand our reality and sees it as a means by which one
may be brought closer to God, though not all the way. He maintains that revelation and
something beyond pure reason is necessary for us to be brought into a right relationship with
God (e.g., it may be reasoned demonstrated that Jesus was a real person, but to believe that he
is the Son of God—and God—requires revelation beyond pure reason). Though he has not been
brought over himself, even Oppy acknowledges that this bridge may bring atheists to
Christianity.Conformation Model: Paul Moser believes that using any reason or natural evidence
for God is actually sinful because one can only come to God through some sort of direct



revelation embodied in some sort of “experience” that he claims is the hallmark of a Christian.
(McGrew notes in his response that he hopes Moser isn’t saying what he thinks he’s saying—
that McGrew isn’t a Christian—because he does not share the same sort of conversion
experience [218], but Moser implies at the end of his rejoinder that McGrew is not “led by God’s
Spirit” [224], which amounts to placing him outside of Christ when read in conjunction with his
other points.) Though distinct, the views of Oliphint and Moser may appear to be virtually
identical in practice, which is why they praise each other’s perspectives with few exceptions.In
total, no contributor really recognizes his blind spots, although it is difficult when they aren’t
being well noted (or noted by those who seem to be intentionally misreading them). Oppy and
McGrew appear to be the most reasonable and engaging of the four, perhaps because Oliphint
and Moser are paradoxically professional philosophers who believe philosophy is outside of
God. I would, however, still recommend reading for anyone interested in the ongoing debate
regarding Christianity and philosophy.*I received a temporary digital copy for review from
Zondervan via NetGalley.”
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